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affected. The civilization, that centuries had evolved, continued
untouched and uninfluenced. Patriotism, as we understand it,
never existed. It was replaced by an intense striving after
continuity—continuity of the race, of the family, of tradition
and of the social codes, bound together in the form of ancestor-
worship.
During all these centuries China was ruled but scarcely
governed.     The   Authority   was   an   Authority   by   consent,
infinitely removed from the teeming populace.   Direct contact
was of the slightest.   The Emperor was so far above the people,
so distant in fact and in thought, that he bore but little resem-
blance to the autocrats of history.   The " Son of Heaven " was
to the majority of his people a semi-divine creation, an inter-
mediary between them and the Gods, always ready to intervene
on their behalf in the interests of peace and prosperity.   He was
in fact part of their philosophy rather than their Sovereign.   The
mystery in which he existed equalled the mystery of the rites that
it was his duty to perform.    *' The Forbidden Purple City "—
those   great   impenetrable   walled   enclosures   in   which   the
Emperor resided—was almost as far removed as heaven itself.
The edicts that he issued were based upon the unchangeable
precepts of tradition.   They conformed to the accepted standards
of the race.   If the lives of the people were confined within the
limits of national behaviour so were his own.    There was an
undisputed and undisputable law which governed every phase of
Chinese life and this law was known to, accepted, and practised
by, the entire population.    It rendered government easy and in
many respects rendered it unnecessary.   There was but little need
for legal codes or police regulations for what they could have
embodied was never disputed.    The principles of Government
were innate.
Although the Emperor was represented by Viceroys and by
Governors and a chain of minor officials, the actual and only
contact between the masses and the ruling classes was through the
minor magistrates and the village headman and even in that case
it was more often collective than personal. The Family and to
a lesser extent the Clan formed the social entity. It enjoyed
collective privileges and in return was collectively responsible.
So self-contained was the Family that no extraneous restrictions
or influences were necessary in the administration of its own
affairs* It decided for itself ; it acted for itself and it governed
itself* The Family* the Clan and the Community distributed and

